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1.

SUPERSYMMETRY

In this paper we address the ground state structure of supersymmetric quantum
theory models. We study the simplest class of such models, anharmonic oscillators,
in order to illustrate the phenomena which are qualitatively different from the usual
ones.
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics is defined here by a quadruple (2, H, y, Q).
The pair (X, H) defines a quantum mechanics with a self-adjoint Hamiltonian
H
acting on a Hilbert space 2. We require also the existence of a unitary, self-adjoint
operator y (the grading operator) and a self-adjoint operator called the supercharge
Q such that
and

H=Q*

Qv+yQ=O.

(1.1)

Let
E = inf spectrum H.

(1.2)

In our examples E is an eigenvalue of H. Let P= P, denote the projection
eigenspace of E.
1.

DEFINITION

Unbroken

super-symmetry

means E = 0; broken

onto the

supersymmetry

means E > 0.
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Let 1 be an eigenvalue of H and let P, denote the orthogonal projection of 2
onto the corresponding eigenspace. We identify the projection PA and the subspace
P,X, when no ambiguity can result.
PROPOSITION

2.

Let A> 0 be an eigenvalue of H. Then
P,=P,QP-=r,@r-.

(1.3)

Here P, are isomorphic eigenspaces of Q with eigenvalues
isomorphic eigenspaces of y with eigenvalues f 1.

f &,

and r*

are

Proof. Note that Q and y commute with H and hence with P,. Let Pi =
(2 fi))’
(A112) Q) PA. Clearly P, are projections onto orthogonal subspaces of
PI. They are eigenspaces of Q with eigenvalues +A’12. Also

Thus P, and P- are isomorphic and span PA as claimed. Also r+ = i( 1 + y) P, are
the projections onto the eigenspaces of y in P,. Thus PA = r+ + r- . Also

But Qn- ‘I2 1P, is unitary and self-adjoint.

Hence r+ and r-

are isomorphic.

Remark.
If supersymmetry is broken, the ground state is degenerate, as follows
by Proposition 2. The converse is not in general true; the ground state may be
degenerate even though supersymmetry is unbroken, as the example in Section4
illustrates.

The operator y plays a fundamental
eigenspaces of y,

role. It is natural to decompose 2 into the

where &
are the eigenspaces of y corresponding to eigenvalues + 1. Thus
and
each linear operator on ti has a 2 x 2 matrix representation with
r+ -c,
respect to the decomposition (1.4). We write this representation for y, Q, H as

y=(; -;),

Q=(;+

0”)

ff=(‘,,

Q+oQ-).

(1.5)

In the literature, Y?+ is sometimes referred to as the bosonic subspace and SK as
the fermionic subspace. An arbitrary linear operator B on X has the representation
B=B,+B,,

(1.6)
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where B, is diagonal (even), and B, is off-diagonal (odd). The even operator is
called bosonic, and it leaves &‘+ and SK invariant. The odd operator is called
fermionic, and it interchanges YE?*. Furthermore,

YB,Y= Be>

Y&Y = -Bo,

(1.7)

so the even elements form an algebra.
Witten [l] proposed an interpretation
of unbroken supersymmetry in terms of
the index of Q, defined as follows: Assume that Q, is Fredholm, namely Q, is
closed, has closed range, and its kernel and cokernel are finite dimensional. Let
n + = dim kernel Q + and define
i(Q+)=n+

--np.

(1.8)

A zero mode of Q is defined as an element of the kernel of Q, namely an eigenvector of H with energy zero. The index (1.8) is the number of linearly independent
bosonic zero modes n + , minus the number of linearly independent fermionic zero
modes n _ . Clearly i(Q + ) # 0 is a sufficient condition for unbroken supersymmetry.
If n, = 0 or n- = 0, then i(Q + ) # 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for
unbroken supersymmetry.
A standard formula for the index, when exp( - tH) is trace class, is
i(Q+) = Tr(ye -‘H);

(1.9)

see, for example, [2]. This follows from Proposition 2, which ensures that each
nonzero eigenspace of H gives a vanishing contribution to (1.9). On the other hand,
zero modes of H are zero modes of Q, and (1.9) follows.
We consider here two examples with qualitatively different vacuum structures.
The first model is a quantum mechanics version of the N = 1 Wess-Zumino field
theory [ 11. This model as well as its generalizations was studied by many authors;
see, for example, [3-91. In this example supersymmetry is broken or unbroken
depending on the asymptotics of the superpotential at infinity, and is characterized
by its degree: i(Q + ) = + deg V(mod 2). In the unbroken case, there is a unique
ground state; it belongs to Y?+ (n, = 1, n- = 0) or to ;xL (n, = 0, II- = l),
according to the additional Z, symmetry of the superpotential. In the case of
broken supersymmetry, there are exactly two ground states and n + = n _ = 1. We
have proved that similar results are true in the corresponding d= 2 quantum field
models in a finite volume [IO], for which this paper serves as a toy model.
The second model is a one-dimensional
version of the N= 2 Wess-Zumino
model. This model leads to the introduction of a holomorphic quantum mechanics.
For this model, supersymmetry is unbroken for any polynomial superpotential.
Nevertheless, the ground state is degenerate-except
when the superpotential is
quadratic. For a superpotential of degree n, it follows that n, = n - 1 = i(Q +),
n- = 0. We establish analytic properties of the index using functional analysis
methods, which display continuity in certain parameters. The equality i(Q + ) =
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n - 1 has been established in the corresponding two-dimensional,
Wess-Zumino quantum field model [lo].
We end this paper with a brief description of a phenomenological
described by the holomorphic quantum theory.
2. PERTURBATION

finite volume
pion system,

THEORY

Let us assume that Q = Q0 is a self-adjoint Fredholm operator, and assume that
a, is a normalized, zero mode for Q,. We saw in Section 1 that it is no loss of
generality to assume that C&, is an eigenstate of y, namely ys2, = c&~, where a = + 1.
Here we assume that the space of all zero modes of Q, is either bosonic (n _ = 0) or
fermionic (n + = 0).
Let us perturb Q, by EQ~, where E is a small, real parameter. Thus
H= H(E) = Q(E)‘.

Q=Q@)=Q,+EQ~>

We seek a family of ground states Q(E) of H(E) which are continuous
of Q, and which satisfy

Q(E) Q(E) = A(E) Q(E).

(2-l )

perturbations
(2.2)

Here A(E) is an eigenvalue of Q(C), E(E) = A(E)*, n(O) =O, and n(O) =G?,. In this
section we consider G?(E), A(E) as formal power series in E, namely
n(E)=

f

&kAk,

0(&)=&j+

k=I

f

Ek&.

Let R, he a zero model of Q, as above, and suppose that
=
0
or n _ = 0. Then asformal power series in E,
= 0, either n +
PROPOSITION 3.

E

(2.3)

k=I

A(&)

=

0,

and

for

(2.4a)

yqE) = cd(&).

In other words,
E(E) = 0,

and either

n+(E)=0

or

n-(.2)=0.

(2.4b)

Remark. The proposition
states that if the unperturbed ground states are all
bosonic or all fermionic, then supersymmetry is never broken in perturbation
theory. In fact, n + = 0 or n _ = 0 in all the examples we study, so this proposition
applies. Thus if supersymmetry actually is broken for such an example, we can
conclude that E(E) is not an analytic function of E at 6 = 0. Thus we expect that
broken supersymmetry is accompanied by instanton-like effects.
ProoJ: We proceed to establish (2.4) by induction on the order of the power
series (2.3). By assumption (2.4) holds in zero order. Assume that (2.4) holds for
power series of order <j- 1. Then the coefficient of (2.2) in order j is

QoQ,+Q152,-r=,$%.

(2.5)
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Taking an inner product with &, yields Ai = (a,, Q, ajp, ). However, since
yz = Z, and y = y*, we can use our induction hypothesis ~0,~ I = asZj- 1 with a2 = 1
to ensure
~~=((~,,Q,~~~~,)=(Y~~,,Q~‘,-I>=(YSZ,,YQ,’,-,>
=-(~S2,,Q,y~,~,)=-a’(O,,Q,a,-,>=-aj.

Hence ,Ij = 0. Furthermore,

it follows from (2.5) that

Q,ysZ,=-yQ,~j=yQ,52,~,=-Q,yszj.-,=-aQIszj-,=aQ,~j,
or
Q~(Y -ai

Q, = 0.

Thus, (y - a) .C2]is a zero mode of Qo. By assumption, all zero modes of Q, belong
to 2%. However, ;(?-a) is the orthogonal projection onto y%L,. Thus (y-a) Qj~
2a n ,yi”_, = 0. Hence s2, E zM, as desired, and the proof of (2.4) is complete.

3. N= 1 SUPERSYMMETRIC QUANTUM

MECHANICS

3.1. The Model
We study here a single bosonic degree of freedom x with a supersymmetric
interaction determined by a superpotential V(X). We assume that V is a polynomial
of degree n 3 2; the choice V= $.x2 + +;1x3 corresponds to the N= 1 Wess-Zumino
model.
The fermionic degree of freedom is described by the “field operator” I/I(~) whose
conjugate we denote by g(f). We assume the equal-time anticommutation
relations
(3.1)
A simple 2 x 2 matrix representation of this algebra can be given in terms of the
Pauli spin matrices 6,) c2, 03. We have C$ = 1, 0, gz = io,. Then defining
l/l = $(a, + io,),

IJ = f(Gl - io2)

(3.2)

yields (3.1) and [$, $1 = ~7~.
The Lagrangian that we study is
9 = ii2 + it&j + I($$ - I/$) v” - +( V,)*.

(3.3)

The corresponding action J 9 dt is invariant with respect to supersymmetric transformation. The infinitesimal supersymmetry transformation is defined by the linear
part of a formal power series in a Grassmann parameter E:
6x=$+qk,

S*= -ic2++E,

S$ = Et + W,

(3.4)
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there are two conserved charges,

Q, =L- (i+ iv’(x)) 3,
Qp =-$
fi
The Hamiltonian
corresponding to (3.1) is
H=~(p2+(~+J~)

(i-W(x))

$.

v”+(v)‘).

(3.5)

(3.6)

We can rewrite the above expressions in terms of p = 1 and the matrices crj. The
self-adjoint charges

Qr=Q++Q-,

Qi=f (Q+ -Q-l

(3.7)

have the representation
Q,=’

(PO,

Qi=l(-pa2+
&

+ v’o,),

Jz

J”o,)=

-ia,Q,.

(3.8)

Also,
H= Q; = Qf = $(p’ + a3 I”’ + (v’)*).

(3.9)

Thus choosing y = c3 and Q = Q,, or Q = Qj, we have the desired algebra (1.1).
The Hilbert space of our model is a direct sum (1.4) with Xk = L,(R). Define the
Sobolev space
GW={f:W2,

ll~ll:=~~~f~/2+ll(l+l~l)2~~-1)~l12~~~.

(3.10)

Here n is the degree of V(x). Then
se*=

is a domain

L:@L:

(3.11)

for Q and for H.

4. The operator H is self-adjoint
adjoint. Both H and Q have compact resolvents.
PROPOSITION

on S?* and Q is essentially self-

ProoJ
The operator A= H - ha3 Y” is clearly self-adjoint on X*. Furthermore
since degree V> 2, deg( V’)‘>, 2 and there exist positive constants a, b such that
ii,<aR+b,

(3.12)

where RO is i7 for V= x2. Since A,, is a direct sum of oscillator Hamiltonians, it has
a compact resolvent. But inequality (3.12) shows that i? is relatively compact with
respect to BO, and hence it too has a compact resolvent.
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of B by 4c3 V”. But deg V” < deg( I”)‘,

and

So to3 V” satisfies the following estimate: Given B > 0, there exists b”< cc such that
_+la,V”~~~~+g6b(a~+b)+a.

(3.13)

Choose 5 so iia = 4. Thus with c = Zb + b”,
$k

(3.14)

H+c,

which shows that H is relatively compact with respect to p. Furthermore, H has a
compact resolvent. Inequality (3.13) ensures D(H) = D(p) = s*. Finally, note that
H and Q have the same null spaces, so using Proposition 2, we conclude that the
resolvent of Q is compact. Since the eigenstates of H belong to X’*, Q is essentially
self-adjoint on this domain.
3.2. The Supersymmetric

Oscillator

Let us consider the superpotential
(3.15)

v = V,(x) = +x2
yielding the supersymmetric
write

harmonic

oscillator.

Using the representation

(1.5), we

(3.16)
which is the standard annihilation operator. Thus the eigenfunctions of Q0 can be
written in closed form, in terms of the normalized, zero mode of Q-, namely
Q(x) = 7~~ ‘I4 exp( -x2/2).
There is exactly one zero mode of Q,, and this mode is fermionic,
(3.17)

‘po=(O, l)Q.
Furthermore, for each positive integer j=
of Q, with eigenvalues + fi.
Explicitly

1, 2, .... there are two eigenfunctions

cp,‘=i(+ih,-,,h,)Q,
d

where hj is thejth

Hermite

polynomial,

normalized

a,c+q = -(p,+.

(pj’

(3.18)
with respect to Q2. Note that
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Here supersymmetry is unbroken, E = 0, n + = 0, n _ = 1. Note that if I/ were chosen
equal to --ix’, then we obtain a similar model, but in that case n + = 1, n _ = 0.
3.3. Perturbation

Theory is Misleading

Consider a perturbation of the form (2.1), given by a perturbation
potential V = V, = fx’ of the form

v= V(E)= Vo+&W,
where W is a polynomial.

Then the perturbation

of the super(3.19)

of (3.16) is

Q-=Qo--&WY
Js

(3.20)

Consider H = Q*, as in (1.5).
5. Let Sz be a ground
statements are equivalent:

PROPOSITIONS

following

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

state of H with

eigenvalue E. Then the

Sz is a zero mode, i.e., E = 0.
E is a simple eigenvalue.
i(Q+)

= + 1.

deg V= 0 (mod 2).

Remarks.
The proposition
states that for this example, supersymmetry is
unbroken iff i( Q + ) = + 1. Since the index vanishes when supersymmetry is broken,
the only possible values of i( Q + ) for this model are 0, +_1. Furthermore, the index
vanishes iff V has odd degree. Thus supersymmetry is broken for any anharmonic
oscillator, such as the quartic oscillator, when the superpotential has odd degree
2m + 1. (The ordinary potential has degree 4m, m = 1,2, ....) Since n + = 0 for W= 0,
Proposition 3 applies and perturbation theory is misleading; it suggests unbroken
supersymmetry. Note further that the index i( Q + ) is not necessarily continuous in
E, even when supersymmetry is unbroken for E # 0. If W is a polynomial of even
degree > 4, then i( Q + ) changes sign across E= 0; at E = 0, i(Q + ) = - 1.
Proof.
(i) * (ii), and (i) = (iv). If Sz is a zero mode, then QSZ= 0. Using the
representation (3.8) we can integrate (pa, + V’cr,) 52 = 0 to obtain

C?(x) = exp( Vcr3) sZ(0).
Here SZ(O)=a+SZ+ +a-LX,
%‘*, respectively. Then
a=a+

(3.21)

where a* are constants and Sz, are unit vectors in
exp(V)SZ+ +a-

exp(-V)fZ_.

(3.22)
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Since 1VI -+ 00 as 1x1-+ 00, exactly one of the two terms in (3.28) remains bounded
if deg V is even; neither term remains bounded if deg V is odd. Thus E = 0 iff deg V
is even; in that case E is simple.
(ii) j (i), (iii). If E is a simple eigenvalue of H, then by Proposition 2, it
follows that E = 0. The definition of i( Q + ) ensures that i( Q + ) = f 1.
(iii)*(i).
If i(Q+) #O, then HSZ = 0 has a nonzero solution in H. Since
HB 0, I2 is a zero mode.
4. HOLOMORPHIC
4.1. N = 2, Wess-Zumino

QUANTUM

MECHANICS

Quantum Mechanics

This model describes the interaction between a complex bosonic degree of
freedom z(t) and two fermionic degrees of freedom $, , $*. The fermions are
assumed to satisfy the following anticommutation
relations at equal time:
(4.1)
We realize this algebra in terms of the following Euclidean y matrices,

yo=(;;), yj=(& i;‘),

(4.2)

j=l,2,3.

The grading operator y is defined as
Y=YoYIYzY3=

(

I
0

-I

0
>

(4.3)

)

namely the “y,” matrix for the generators (4.2) of the Clifford algebra. In terms of
these matrices, we define the time-zero fermions as

Note that Ic/:=$,
our model is

$I =f(yo-iy3h

GI =ICv, + iy2),

$2 = i(Y, - iY*),

$2 = i(Yo + iy3).

and +F=$*,

(4.4)

so 6, $2 and $Z$, are positive. The Lagrangian

Y=Ji~2fi(~,~z+~2~,)+~,1(/,~2V+~2~2(~2V)*-~la~I’.

of

(4.5)

Here we assume that V= V(z) is a polynomial of degree n. Note that $, +, and
g2& are adjoints, so Y is real. Critical points of the action J 9 dr are invariant
under the following infinitesimal supersymmetry transformation
6z=$,-s,

I%= E**,

S$, = i.&,

S*, = ii&,

S$, = -(au*
S$, = (av) E.

E,
(4.6)
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conserved charges are
Ql = ~$5~a- i$,(lU’)*,

and it is useful to study the self-adjoint

Q2=ilc/2 a+i$,

i?V,

(4.7)

charge

Q=Ql+Qz.
With these conventions,

the Hamiltonian

H=Q2=

-M-I$+,

(4.8)

can be written
~*V-$,1,5,(~*V)*+(dv~*,

(4.9)

which is hermitian, as $,+, = ($,$,)*. A s in Section 3, we show that H and Q are
essentially self-adjoint operators with compact resolvents.
Following the convention (1.5) for Q, we find that
Q- =i(o+

d+c

(4.10)

a)+$(l+a,)(W)-;(l-o,)(W)*,

where v * = f(o I + ia,). This can also be written

Q- =(Y

-&* *),

Q, =( @;)*

$,).

(4.11)

From this we can compute
0

h,=Q-Q+=h,+

i(a*v)*

-i(a2v)
0

(4.12)

and
(4.13)

h,=Q+Q-=(-c%+lW1*)
4.2. There Are No Fermionic

Zero Modes, n _ = 0

By (1.5), the equation satisfied by a fermionic zero mode 52_ E &? is Q _ G?_ = 0,
or equivalently h,lX =0, with h, given by (4.13).
PROPOSITION

Proof:

6.

The operator

h, has no zero modes.

Clearly h, is the sum of two positive operators, and h,X

= 0 ensures

avsz_dx=o.
This is possible only if $2_ = 0.
4.3. For V = Izz”, There Are n - 1 Zero Modes

Here we compute i(Q + ) for monomial,
PROPOSITION

7.

holomorphic

Let n E iz + , AZO, and V(z)=lz”.

potentials.
Then n, =n-1

=i(Q+).
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Proof: We show that the null space of Q, is (n - 1)-dimensional.
Hence
=
n
1
and
by
Proposition
6,
n,
=
i(Q+).
It
is
equivalent
to
study
the
null
n+
space of hi, defined in (4.12). Write Sz+ = (f, - ig) E J?+ , where f, g E L2( C). Then
the equation Q + G?+ = 0 takes the form
8f+(JV)

Jg+(aV)*f=o,

g=o.

(4.14)

It is no loss of generality to assume n 3 2, since for n = 0, 1 we have h, = h, and hz
has no zero modes by Proposition 6.
LEMMA 8. Every zero mode Q + of h, arises from a pair of functions f, g E L2( C),
which satisfy the equations

(-CM+

IJV12) f + (a’v)(aV)-’

af =o

(4.15)

(-M+

lJlq2) g+ ((a2v)/aV)*

Jg=O.

(4.16)

and

Remark.
The equations (4.15) and (4.16) are complex conjugate equations, so
the set of solutions f of (4.15) is just the complex conjugates of the solutions g
to (4.16).
Proof: We first derive (4.15))(4.16)
second equation (4.14) yields

from (4.14). In fact, differentiating

Using (4.14) to eliminate g yields (4.15). Similarly,
suppose that g satisfies (4.16), and define
f = -(l/aV)*
Differentiating,

the

we derive (4.16). Conversely,

ag.

we find
af = [a’v/(av)‘]*

ag- (l/aV)*

= -(l/aV)*(-JdVJ2g)=

sag
-(JV)g,

so (4.14) holds for the pair (f, g). Since (4.15) follows from (4.14), f is also a
solution to (4.15). If f, g are L,(C), then Sz, = (A -ig)~X+
and Sz, is a zero
mode as claimed.
We now remark that the equations (4.15)-(4.16) can be solved in closed form for
monomial,
holomorphic
I’. The solutions are hypergeometric
functions. For
V= AZ”, Eq. (4.16) can be written
-8g+(n-1)T-1~g+(nAz’--‘(2g=0.

(4.17)
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It is convenient to express g in polar coordinates

so (4.17)

(I, 0), where

becomes
---+-

(4.18)

Expressing g as a Fourier series in the angular variable
g(r, 8) = C u,(r)

eeime,

(4.19)

mei&

m
we can separate variables and obtain an ordinary differential

-b (ru&)‘+2kf-!luL+i

[4n2R2r2”+m(m-2n+2)]

equation for u,,
u,=O.

In general there are two linearly independent solutions for each value of m, namely
u:) and ug), and the desired solution (4.19) will be given by a linear combination
U, of ~2) and U,c2) for each m. The requirement that g E L2(R2) is related to u, by

so we desire
r”2u,eL2([0,

a],

dr),

llr1’2hJlL2~

12(m).

(4.22)

We now study the regularity of u,(r) at r = 0 and at r = co which is compatible
with (4.22). We will find that for given n these conditions limit us to n - 1 linearly
independent solutions U, and hence to n - 1 linearly independent g’s
First, we remark that the equation (4.20) is invariant under the substitution
m=(n-l)-S-+m=(n--1)+6,

(4.23)

so it is no loss of generality to study only solutions for which
m<(n--1).
Second, we remark

(4.24)

that for each m, only one solution U, to (4.20) decays as
singular point” of the equation. The equation
has an exponentially growing solution and one which decays as exp( -2Ar”) [ 111.
We choose the decaying solution.
Next consider the asymptotics at r=O. This is a regular singular point with
behavior ~2) - rai as r -+ 0, for j= 1,2, with aj the roots of the indicial polynomial
r -+ co. In fact, r = co is an “irregular
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~r~-2(n--l)a--m(m-2n+2).
These roots area,=m,
a,=2n-2-m.
(Note that
for m = n - 1 the roots are degenerate and the second solution has an r”’ In r part.
This logarithm does not affect our analysis of local square integrability of r%,,
so
we ignore it.) Thus up to the logarithms described above, as r + 0,
u(I)
m -rm,

We

claim

that

local

u2j-r

2n-2-m

(4.25)

square

integrability,
combined
with (4.20) ensures
1 allowed solutions u, for given n. This
additional restriction on m follows by taking the L, inner product of (4.20) with u,,
with respect to the measure r dr. Then

O<m < (n - 2); so there are exactly n-

[(z.&12i-4n 2A2rZ”~2(u,(2+m(m-2n+2)~um~2]rdr=(n-1)~u,(0)(2.
(4.26)

Here we use the fact that
2Re

cl._
S’0 u,uI, dr = [u,,,(O)[~.

(4.27)

Every term in (4.20) is hermitian in the inner product L2( [0, co], r dr), except the
term containing J; z&u; dr. Thus
Im

s0

r ii,uhdr=O,

and (4.26) holds.
Case 1. u,(O) = 0. In this case, it follows from (4.26) that m(m - 2n + 2) < 0, or
else ~4,~3 0. Using (4.24) we conclude that m > 0, so in this case
(4.28)

ldmd(n-1).

This inequality assures that both solutions (4.25) are locally L,(r dr), so u, can be
chosen to decay at r = co.
Case 2. u,(O) # 0. The only way that u,(O) is nonzero, yet r”2u,(r)
L,, is the case m = 0. In this case (4.26) provides no further constraint,
both solutions are regular at r = 0.

is locally
and again

We have now determined all the possible solutions to the radial equation (4.20)
and this gives us solutions to the second order equations for g andf, namely
gz’(r,
595/178/2-10

0) = u,(r)

eeime,

gE)(r, e)= u,(r)

epi(2n-2pm)o,
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and
fg)(r,

fP)(r , 0) = m
u (r) ei(*n-*-m)e

O)=u,Oeime,

(4.29)

where O<m<(n1).
As a consequence of Lemma 8, we now require that solutions (4.29)
to (4.15)-(4.16) yield L, solutions to (4.14). In fact, the r =O asymptotics (4.30)
yield at r = 0 the asymptotics
ag;)-r

2mp-m-l)

aft)-r

Comparing

Z(n--2%-mp+1

3
,

a&)-r

Z+n-2)~(2”-1L-m)
>

af~)-r4(n-1)Z-(n-1-m).

(4.30)

with (4.18), we see that of the possible pairings, only
(f;?-,,

(4.31)

g”‘)m

yield solutions to (4.14). Furthermore, local regularity
which rules out m = n - 1 and restricts us to

of J ensures n - 2 - m 2 0,

O<m<(n-2).

Hence there are exactly (n - 1) linearly
completes the proof of Proposition 7.
Let us define normalized
52 m -(f(l)

my

(4.32)

independent

solutions,

as claimed.

This

zero modes
g;“,_,)=(u

meime,.

n-2-m

e-(n-2-m)e

)?

(4.33)

where j = 0, 1, .... n - 2. These vacuum states clearly satisfy

(S-2m+l,Q,)#O,
4.4. Regular Deformations
PROFQSITION

9.

WmQ,+,)fO,

m = 0, .... n - 3.

Preserve the Index

Let V(z) be a polynomial

of degree n. Then i( Q + ) = n + = n - 1.

ProoJ
Write V(z) = AZ” + q(z), where 1# 0, deg q c n. We show that q(z) is a
regular deformation of V in the following sense: Let Q’,“) denote the transformation
Q + defined by (4.11) with V= V, = AZ”. Then

Q, =Q(O’+
+

R9

’
-(ad*

>.

(4.34)
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We claim that R is a relatively compact
whenever {L?,} c Domain(&)
satisfies
IlQ,l12+ llQy)fLl12=

perturbation

of Q’,“). In other words,
(4.35)

llQnll’+ ll~f-u12+ II~~of&l126 1,

it follows that (RQ,,) has a strongly convergent subsequence. Now, Q$” is a
Fredholm operator. By a standard result, Theorem 5.26 of [ 123, Q + is Fredholm
and i(Q+)=i(Q(,)).
But i(Q’,o))=n+ = n - 1, so Proposition 9 follows.
In order to establish
satisfies

relative

compactness,

~~Q,,l12+ l(Q’$‘Q2,112= ll(h$“+

note that h$O)= -aa+
1)“20,112d

J&z”- ‘1’
(4.36)

1.

In fact, a, satisfying (4.36) are uniformly continuous on compact sets and decay
uniformly with a polynomial
rate at infinity. So the sequence {Sz, > has a convergent subsequence and h,to) + 1 has a compact inverse. We claim that, if (n,) is
this subsequence, then (RQ, I’ is convergent. We estimate I(R( 52, - a,.) l/as follows:
Write
RQ,=~RQ,+(l-x)RQ,,

where x is the characteristic function of (z) 6 a. Thus
ll(1 -x)

RQ,,II~z= IIt1 -x1 WJ’o)-’

~J’oQ,IIL:

d ll(1 -x1 RW’o)-‘II.,

lP~oQ,,II,,.

Using the fact that V, is of degree n and q is of degree <n, it follows that
ME [I(1 -x) R(Wo)~‘IIL,

=O(a-‘).

Given E, choose the constant a sufficiently large that M < E. Thus

ll(1 -x)NQ,-Q,,)I/

d2~.

Since { 52, > converges in L,, and R is bounded on compact sets, (RQ,,,] also
converges on the compact set IzI 6 a. Thus for m, m' sufficiently large,
lI~R(f2, - sZ,,)ll d E. Altogether this yields

and { RQ,,,} converges as claimed.

5. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

OF HOLOMORPHIC

QUANTUM

MECHANICS

In the remaining section we briefly discuss the possibilities of a physical interpretation of holomorphic quantum mechanics in terms of the nonrelativistic motion
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of a spin 4 particle in an external SU(2) gauge field. Models
application in atomic, molecular, and nuclear physics.

of this type find

5.1. Spin 1 Particle in an External W(2) Gauge Field
The nonrelativistic motion of a particle in an external non-abelian gauge field has
appealing formal aspects. External gauge potentials may arise in the problems of
atomic and molecular physics as a result of an adiabatic elimination
of certain
slowly varying, internal degrees of freedom. Examples of such potentials realized in
the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer
method applied to diamagnetic molecules
are discussed, e.g., in [ 131.
Consider an SU(2) gauge field A,(x) = A;z,, where p = 1,2,3 is a spatial index
while t,, a = 1,2, 3, are the generators of the SU(2) group. Let us choose A, to be
real and such that (i) A,(x) = A*(x) = 0, (ii) A:(x) = 0, (iii) A:(x) and As(x) depend
only on x, and x2, and (iv) A:(x)=
(l/d)(A:(x,,
x,)-A:(x,,
x2)) is
holomorphic
in z = x, + ix,. The nonrelativistic
minimal coupling Hamiltonian
takes the form
H=$(p-gA)*++.curlA,
(5.1)
where g is a coupling constant and ha is the spin operator of the spin 4 particle.
Note that the second term on the right-hand side of (5.1) does not involve a commutator, since A, = A, = 0. Using explicit formulas for r, and rrp we obtain that
0
0
0
-aA;

0
00
00
0

0

0

aA,t
0
0
0

where A; = (A: )*, and a = &(a/ax, - iajax,), a= 4(8/8x, + ia/ax2). pJ is a constant
of motion. Changing to a reference frame in which p3 = 0 and rearranging the components, we can rewrite (5.2) in the form (4.9) with A$ = -&
k?V.
5.2. Interpretation

of Holomorphic

Quantum Mechanics

in Pion Physics

The motion of nucleons in an external pion field arises in the study of nuclear
matter interacting with a rc condensate (see discussion and references in [8]). We
show that holomorphic quantum mechanics describes such motion.
The pseudoscalar pion-nuclear coupling is described phenomenologically
by the
chiral Yukawa-Lagrangian
JZZ= g$(x) ySr. n(x) $(x), where (I$, $) is the
isodoublet of the nucleon field and rc= (rc, , rc2, rrn3)is the real pion field. The field
rr(‘) = rr3 corresponds to neutral pions, while rc(* ) = ( l/$)(rrl
+ inz) describe the
charged pions. Also T = (rl, r2, r3) are the isotopic Pauli matrices. In the nonrelativistic approximation
the Hamiltonian
takes the form
H = tp’ + &go .V(T. z(x))

+ fg%(x)*.

(5.3)
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Consider a pion field such that (i) z3 = 0 (no neutral pions), (ii) n, and x2 depend
only on x, and x2, (iii) n’+’ is holomorphic in z =x1 + ix,. Then H takes the form

;

H= -2i38+&

Identifying z( + ) with -i 3
is equivalent to (4.9).

i

aU and rearranging

ang+g2*&

the components

)71(+)

(5.4)

we see that (5.4)
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